CHGO cite VA 27762

From Support

Case (closed)

Ref Chgo 9337 X 9337

As he promised Davidson, Davidson sent a copy of his article to the Pentagon. They sent it to us without comment and we sent it to Colonel Crocan X Colonel Crocan, Spec Asst to DCI X DCI with remark that we did not X not see that anything could be done about it.

He agreed.

Reference last sent of your Twx. We do not X not want any business with Davidson. If he wishes to contact the agency he already knows enough names. We do not X not see that any purpose will be served by giving him any more names or addresses. In addition, it is felt that we would only encourage more speculation by him were we to contact him again or to offer him a new channel if he should contact us. So unless there are overriding reasons in the future we do not X not want ---involved in this mess. Sorry to leave it with you but the only purpose which would be served by other action would be to get your office off the hook, by involving someone else in a matter in which we want no X no involvement.
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